The University of Ghana Online Catalogue (UGCat)
Exploring UGCat
http://library.ug.edu.gh
The UG Online Catalogue (UGCat) is web based and therefore accessible wherever there's Internet access. The URL is http://library.ug.edu.gh
You may search for a book or thesis if you know the title, the author's name (surname first) or by entering a subject or keyword.

Write keyword, title, author (surname first) or subject in search box and click search.
To pick a book note the Location and Call No and pick the book from suggested location, in this case School of Public Health Library.
My Library Account
• You must register to have access

• A personal space where you can view all your transactions with the library

• Allows you to save your searches and return to them at a later date

• Enables you to make a suggestion for a title to be acquired
Select my library account to register or log in.
Your barcode is made up of your Student / Staff Number and your date of birth (#DDMONYYYY) where
- # is Staff / Student ID eg 10286397, 20254
- DD is two digits for the date eg 08, 15
- MON is first three letters for the month eg Oct, Jun
- YYYY is the year in full eg 1957, 1979

To register, enter your barcode in the box and submit.
Create your PIN (must consist of letters and numerals) and enter it in the box. For future logins you will need your barcode and PIN. Make sure you record your PIN and keep it in a secure place.
This page is a confirmation of a successful registration